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a natural appeal
A dated cottage in Fonthill underwent a transformation to a modern home 
that’s comfortable in its surroundings and the subject of rave reviews 

written by christine darragh     photography by robert nowell

FRIENDLY FIRE 
Secretly storing wood, newspapers, and an entertainment centre, laser-cut 
steel metal panels beneath the width of the hearth are based on a design 
by Todd Barber (Forestgreen Creations); a single magnet on the inside 
holds each section closed. Custom stone facing sourced from historic 
foundation boulders surrounds the cast-in-place concrete hearth.
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THE LIVING YEARS 
The contemporary lines of furniture by Selene properly 
suit the low, linear feeling in the main living area. De-
signer John Kazmir helped in designating two separate 
sofa areas in the room for everyday use, yet it allows 
the chance to reconfigure the modular pieces into other 
seating arrangements if entertaining requires. The din-
ing ensemble is also by Selene, the quintessential Italian 
export for bellissimo modern furnishings. 

CHIC CUISINE
Tom Ellis, professional kitchen designer at Artcraft 
Kitchens, recommended Como laminate cabinetry 
in Carravaglo, since the grain can be matched hori-
zontally for a clean, unified impact. Egoki aluminum 
square bar handles and Caesarstone counters, an 
engineered quartz surface supplied by Kirkpatrick 
Stoneworks, complement the look. A Kohler “Karbon” 
articulating faucet acts as a flexible piece of sleek 
sculpture at the sink. Designed with multiple, move-
able joints that lock, the real plus is a total range of 
motion, putting water exactly where you need it.
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f  all the projects that home designer Todd Barber has been 

involved with, this particular property for the Westcott family in Fonthill 
is the one that typically reaps the most kudos. 

“Even people just driving by seem to always admire it, and they men-
tion it to me as one of their favourite houses in the area,” the owner of 
Forestgreen Creations shares. “I think it’s because it suits the environ-
ment so perfectly, it looks like it should be here,” he says, pointing to the 
beautiful beech trees on the protected woodland that surround the quiet, 
picturesque side road. 

Getting to this satisfying stage of the home’s existence was an incred-
ible process, however. Completed two years ago, the renovation was 
accomplished in three successive phases over a period of four years to 
accommodate the homeowner’s specifications, beginning with outdoor 
back landscaping, moving onto the lower level of the home, and finish-
ing with the main level living quarters. 

Although Barber was initially hired to only work on the landscape 
design, another contractor, from the Toronto area, stepped away and he 
gladly ended up becoming the lead designer for the remainder of the 
project, directing the tranquil transition from a dated 1950s Swiss cot-
tage to a more inspired, open, contemporary feel.  >> 

AN EYEFUL OF MARFIL: All counters, tile and flooring in 
the master bedroom ensuite are Crema Marfil marble, an 
elegant choice for its beauty and warm hues. Likewise, a 
darker species of the laminate cabinetry seen in the kitchen 
is repeated here to relate significance and continuity.  

TOP TO BOTTOM: Though the dramatic, sky-reach-
ing peaked ceiling in the master bedroom is a feature 
of the original roofline, new, larger windows with low 
sills were installed throughout the home to extend 
their height and bring them closer to the floor. By 
utilizing windows that have the proportions of doors, 
a stronger connection is felt with the outside world. 
Underfoot, an oil finish on the white oak plank flooring 
has stood up well to both people and pet traffic; an 
engineered hardwood gives great durability. 
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CABLED COUTURE 
A stunning staircase or walkway can become a remarkable style accent and 
lend practical, architectural flair at the same time. In this installation, slender steel 
cables deceivingly secure the heavy load between top and bottom structural steel 
beams, but still give an open, floating appearance to the steps. Skillfully done by 
Steve Dekker of Dekker Stairs, holes for the cabling were drilled on site using a 
laser to pinpoint the exact, correct position of each. The outer wall of the original 
cottage was discovered next to the staircase while pulling down a previous reno-
vation, permitting a full stone wall to be raised again on that base.

REAL RAVINE 
Cantilevered out over a ravine, the raised pavilion area is supported by lean col-
umns of steel meant to visually echo groupings of the surrounding beech trees. 
A tall, shallow Rumford fireplace efficiently radiates warmth back into the seating 
area, and the stone used on the exterior fireplace and barbecue is from the same 
foundation boulders as the interior hearth.  >>
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Copy Makeover your home this holiday season with  
Hunter Douglas window fashions. 

Pirouette® window shadings play with light and 
give your home that special holiday sparkle.

From September 1st to December 19th, 2012, 
ask us how you can receive a minimum of $200 
in Hunter Douglas manufacturer’s rebates.

The Holiday 
Home Makeover Event

Copyrebate
manufacturer’s

*See this participating dealer for details

A touch of elegance

$200Min. *

Scan with
your smartphone.

a touch of elegance

11 Livingston Ave. Grimsby
905-945-8008

villageinteriorsonline.com

Village Interiors

Those who seek 
peace, love, and joy

will find it.

DRESSING ORDINARY WOMEN IN A FASCINATING WAY
30 ST PAUL ST | ST CATHARINES | 905 641 0862
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The entire structure had been seriously 
compartmentalized during its various 
changes using unsightly bulkheads and an 
unbalanced, chopped up room flow, punc-
tuated by many needless pocket doors; 
those unappealing aspects were first to go. 

Giving a feeling of spaciousness in the 
main living area was vital, while still abid-
ing by the inherent restrictions of the origi-
nal ceiling height that could not be altered 
with the master bedroom above. The living 
room is only eight feet high and the required 
structural beams drop it to about seven, 
but Barber was eager to “break the stigma 
of what’s possible with a limited height for 
existing ceilings,” and the ultimate outcome 
defies any supposed hindrance.

Deciding not to increase the footprint of 
the former house, 500 square feet were add-
ed to a secondary upstairs bedroom, bring-
ing the carefully considered renovation to 
about 2,800 in total living area. 

Barber says that having clay in the final 
paint selection, a Farrow & Ball low sheen 
choice by the name of Mouse’s Back, actu-
ally became a critical piece to the overall 
design. An initial lighter colour did not give 
the airy feeling they were hoping for and in-
stead felt rather lifeless, so the whole interi-
or was repainted in this new preference that 
designer John Kazmir suggested. The paint 
allows for a depth of tone throughout the 
home and creates high and low backdrop 
dimensions in both evening shadow and 
bright sunshine, providing visual interest. 

Another interesting bit: when an old 
stone barn foundation was located in Jor-
dan, they asked Steve Matthews of Ab-
erdeen Brick and Stone Masonry to resur-
rect the massive boulders from the ground 
and split them to reveal fresh fieldstone fac-
ing. This stone was used for all the inside 
and outside masonry needs. Though it was 
very labour intensive, the historic origins of 
the material truly make a quality feature of 
the home, and a great renovation anecdote.  

Since he began his career primarily as 
a landscape designer, Barber holds a great 
respect for the existing environment and 
expertly weaves it in wherever possible. On 
this project, a mature tree bordering the 
dining area window is now elegantly en-
veloped into the house itself, with the tree 
being encompassed by a horizontal wooden 
arbor just below the roof line. 

It’s these subtle yet important details that 
“establish a connection with the site,” and-
help to receive rave reviews from those sim-
ply passing by. NMI
For supplier list see source guide page 69
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